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Full factorization theorem @ NLP/NLO in a ready-to-use form



NLP observables: SIDIS process

All kinematic variables

expansion in 

Bacchetta et al., JHEP 02 (2007) 093

LP and NLP contributes to different structure functions



Shu et al., 2302.06502

NLP observables: quasi-TMD on the lattice

Rapidity anomalous dimension is the same as LP

Test of universality
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Emergence and cancellation of special rapidity divergences

Imaginary part produces Qiu-Sterman-like contributions

Already @ tree-level NLP coefficient function contains real and imaginary part

Soft-gluon theorems?
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At tree level we can simply expand the currents

Bacchetta et al., JHEP 02 (2007) 093

Vladimirov et al., JHEP 01 (2022) 110



Second level: one-loop coefficient function

Exchange between the two currents is NNLP at least
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Take the product of the two currents

Fiertz transformation to obtain TMD operator

Renormalize the semicompact operators 

One obtains: 
standard twist-(1,1) contributions

Kinematic corrections ~ derivatives of twist-(1,1)
Genuine corrections ~ quark-gluon-quark correlators
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Have simple operator definition but 
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They also have uncompensated special rapidity divergences 

SPDs are cancelled in between terms: 

“ Fragmentation functions in the n sector – TMDPDF in the nB sector”



Definite T-parity and complexity correlators 
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Using plus/minus correlators is also important because
It reveals that the cross section is real (as it must be)

Not a trivial statement @NLP, because we have complex coefficient functions

For Fragmentation functions no imaginary part 
because the momentum fractions have fixed signs!



Factorized expression for the hadronic tensor



Factorized expression for the hadronic tensor

Residue of the cancellation of special rapidity divergences.
Ensure boost-invariance!





One example: Cahn effect



One example: Cahn effect

All these combinations have
Tree-level matching to twist-4 PDFs

At one loop              
matches to twist-2 PDF



Conclusions

Full factorization theorem @ NLP/NLO for SIDIS

Emergence and cancellation of special rapidity divergences, 
restoration of boost-invariance

Definite T-parity correlators as real/imaginary part of 
1->2 and 2->1 partonic interference processes

One-loop results for all LP and NLP structure functions

Only NNLP structure functions:
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